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Abstract 
Kearney, P. and J. Staples, An extensional fixed-point semantics for nondeterministic data flow, 
Theoretical Computer Science 91 (1991) 129-179. 
A fixed point semantics for nondeterministic data flow is introduced which refines and extends work 
of Park (1983). It can be seen also as an extension to the general case of Kahn’s (1974) successful fixed 
point semantics for deterministic data flow. An associativity result for network construction is 
proved which shows that anomalies such as those of Brock and Ackerman do not arise in this 
semantics. The semantics is shown to be extensional, in the natural sense that nondeterministic 
processes which induce identical input-output relations in all contexts are equal. 
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1. Introduction 
Kahn [S] presented a successful fixed-point semantics for deterministic data flow 
computation. It is well known that this semantics does not extend readily to nondeter- 
ministic data flow computation. There have been many suggestions for a fixed point 
semantics of nondeterministic data flow, e.g. 13, 8, 10, 12, 131. This article presents 
a semantics in the style of, but refining and extending, the ideas presented by Park in 
[lo]. For an introduction to data flow networks, a review of Kahn’s model and 
a presentation of problems in modelling nondeterminism, see the introductory sec- 
tions of [ 131. 
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The primary motivation for the semantics of this paper can be described as scientific 
rather than philosophical. That is, the aim is to develop a model of nondeterministic 
data flow which conveniently supports deductive reasoning and computational ex- 
periments. In particular, we aim to retain as much as possible of the convenience of 
Kahn’s analysis of deterministic data flow. Our semantics is not primarily intended to 
answer philosophical questions about the ultimate nature of nondeterminism, though 
if it is successful in its scientific objectives, it will indirectly contribute in this direction 
also. 
The semantics presented here is based on a view of nondeterminism as arising from 
a lack of information. We will regard nondeterministic processes as manifestations of 
underlying deterministic processes. In fact, to reflect an observer’s limited knowledge 
about the underlying deterministic process, each nondeterministic process will be 
modelled by an equivalence class of deterministic processes. Nevertheless, we shall 
often refer loosely to members of the equivalence classes as deterministic models. 
The relationship of our work to operational semantics of nondeterministic compu- 
tation is as follows. Models of machine beriaviour are described as operational when 
they are believed to correspond to the behaviour of actual or possible machines. There 
is no agreed standard operational semantics for nondeterministic computation. Our 
approach is based on Kahn’s model for deterministic data flow, which is widely agreed 
to admit a satisfactory operational semantics (see e.g. [4]). This provides a basis for 
relating our work to operational behaviours. Operational views of our modelling of 
time delays and fair nondeterministic behaviour are discussed below. 
Here we investigate systems which can include an unbounded number of sources of 
fair nondeterministic behaviour. It is widely agreed that nondeterminism is required 
to model various aspects of real-system behaviour. It also has the potential to act as 
an information hiding mechanism for simplifying the modelling of complex determin- 
istic behaviours. 
The occurrence of fair sources of nondeterministic behaviour in physical reality is 
open to dispute. The reality of computing systems, however, is that operator interven- 
tion is typically used to eliminate unfairness. For example, random delays may occur 
on an unreliable communications channel, but it can reasonably be assumed that an 
infinite delay would be excluded by operator intervention. The channel would be 
diagnosed as faulty, and repaired or replaced. 
On a given run, a nondeterministic process makes a number of choices which are 
not predictable or controllable. Our model uses extra parameters at the deterministic 
level to allow deterministic methods of analysis of such runs. Nondeterministic 
behaviours are obtained by abstracting from the deterministic level. The present 
approach is quite different from the approaches (e.g. [l, 111) which seek to construct 
convenient mathematical structures at the nondeterministic level, without recourse to 
extra parameters and a deterministic framework. We believe that the relative merits of 
the different approaches need to be assessed by applications of the semantics to the 
specification and verification of practical nondeterministic processes. We hypothesise 
that our approach will provide a convenient framework for practical specification and 
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verification. Some evidence is available to support this hypothesis [6], but much more 
work needs to be done. 
For a given nondeterministic process, one of its deterministic models is used to 
calculate nondeterministic input-output behaviours as follows. For a given input 
history of the nondeterministic process an arbitrary choice is made of the extra 
information used in the deterministic model. The output history for the deterministic 
model is then calculated using Kahn’s semantics. The output history includes in- 
formation significant for the deterministic model but not for the nondeterministic 
process. This extra information in the deterministic output history is discarded to 
obtain the output history of the nondeterministic process. By ranging over the 
possible choices of extra input information we can calculate the behaviours of the 
nondeterministic process. There are two aspects of the above method: the extra 
information introduced and the arbitrary choice of this information. The arbitrary 
choices which are characteristic of nondeterministic behaviour are provided for in our 
semantics by equipping each deterministic modelling process with a single oracle 
input, which does not appear at the nondeterministic level. The restriction to a single 
oracle, which is not part of Park’s approach, enhances the modularity of the theory 
and does not limit its power. 
The extra information used to determine the behaviour of a nondeterministic 
process may be motivated as follows. In a deterministic data flow network the data in 
different streams are implicitly synchronised (logically rather than in physical time) by 
the positions of the data in the streams. In a nondeterministic process this sort of 
synchronisation is often inappropriate. For example a nondeterministic merge does 
not necessarily make the items at the head of its two input streams adjacent in its 
output stream. To avoid this implicit synchronisation we introduce a new data item, 
here called “wait” (the “hiaton” of [lo], which cites [ 141). This wait data item is used 
in the following two ways. 
(1) Finitely many occurrences of wait may appear between “real” (that is, nonwait) 
data items. Such occurrences can be regarded as desynchronising data streams. These 
interpolations can be made by individual deterministic modelling processes, as illus- 
trated in the following example. Such an interpolation is also made arbitrarily when 
modelling a nondeterministic data stream by a deterministic data stream. 
(2) Data streams which are finite at the nondeterministic level are extended to 
infinite data streams in a deterministic model by appending an infinite sequence of 
waits. In the case of external inputs to a deterministic network model, this extension is 
part of the translation from the nondeterministic level to the deterministic level. For 
all other data streams, i.e. internal streams and network outputs, our deterministic 
models achieve this extension automatically. 
Waits may be interpreted operationally as terminating a segment of data transmit- 
ted at a given physical time. (We will be more precise about this in Section 3). In this 
interpretation the behaviours of our modelling processes may be sensitive to time 
delays in inputs. However, this time sensitivity is modelled by nondeterministic 
generation of waits, not by any synchronisation mechanism. Our processes are 
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asynchronous. There is no high-level synchronisation in the sense that there is no 
implicit reverse control flow along data lines due to a receiver deciding to synchronise 
with a transmitter. 
Example. The “fair” nondeterministic merge is a process with two input streams and 
one output stream which merges all its input data onto the output stream. Our basic 
intention is to model this process by a simple deterministic merge (say an alternating 
merge) of suitable deterministic models of the input histories. By arranging that the 
data streams for the deterministic merge are infinite, we ensure that the deterministic 
merge does not deadlock on either input, leaving data unpassed on the other input. 
For further discussion of this point, see [lo]. 
To model the variety of choices which is available to a fair nondeterministic merge, 
our deterministic model also uses its oracle input to insert arbitrary interpolations of 
waits into the input streams to the deterministic merge, as indicated in Fig. 1. It also 
illustrates the distribution of the network’s oracle input to modules which require 
their own oracle input. For this approach to succeed in modelling fair merge it is 
necessary that the wait injectors depicted in Fig. 1 inject only finitely many waits 
between any two “real” data items, or else a real data item may be neglected forever, 
causing unfairness. To ensure fairness, we impose the global requirement that oracle 
inputs be fair, in the strong sense conveyed by Definition 2.2.13. Because our 
I oracle stream 
left stream 
Fig. 1. Sketch of a deterministic model for a fair nondeterministic merge. 
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semantics always uses strongly fair oracle inputs, the oracle distributor and wait 
injector modules can be simple in design. Note that strong fairness of oracle sequences 
is not a restriction on our theory. We shall show in Section 6.3 that all fair and unfair 
sequences can be generated by suitable modelling processes. Then, modelling pro- 
cesses may be driven by such sequences. Here are suitable definitions for all the 
deterministic modules depicted in Fig. 1. 
Oracle sequences are infinite sequences of O’s and 1’s. Writing s for the input stream 
of the oracle distributor, its left and right output streams /zs, ps are oracle sequences 
defined by: 
(j.s)(n)=s(2n- 1) n3 1, 
(ps)(n)=s(2n) n> 1. 
We shall subsequently refer to this oracle distributor as Dist. 
A suitable wait injector, inject, may be defined as follows, where the first argument 
is the data stream and the second argument is the oracle input. We denote by X. Y the 
concatenation of the sequences X and Y. The symbol I denotes the empty sequence 
and the symbol 5 denotes the wait data item. 
inject( X, s) = s.inject ‘( X, s). 
inject/(X, I) = I. 
inject’(l, .s)= 1. 
inject’(u.X, O.s)=a.inject’(X, s). 
inject’( X, 1 ..s) = t.inject’( X, s). 
An alternating deterministic merge, dmerge, may be defined as follows. 
dmerge(l, Y)=z. 
dmerge(a.X, Y)= r.a.dmerge’( X, Y). 
dmerge’(X, I)=r. 
dmerge’( X, h. Y) = t.b.dmerge( X, Y). 
These functions produce an “initial” wait. This is an example of a general require- 
ment, which will be introduced in Section 3. 
Finally, Fig. 1 also illustrates that we may neglect to mention oracle inputs of 
modules, such as deterministic merge, which do not make any use of them. In theory, 
however, for the sake of uniformity, every module is regarded as having an oracle 
input. 
Given the deterministic models, our basic intention is to calculate the inputtoutput 
behaviours of a nondeterministic process by ranging over possible oracle inputs to the 
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deterministic model and by ignoring waits in data streams. This approach does not 
lead naively to an extensional theory. That is, two different deterministic models may 
behave in all contexts in ways which are indistinguishable at the nondeterministic 
level. To achieve extensionality, we abstract from the precise response of any one 
deterministic model to a given oracle input. We define an equivalence relation 
(“behaviour equivalence”) on deterministic processes. Then our model of a nondeter- 
ministic network will be a behaviour equivalence class of deterministic processes. In 
Section 2 we define the domains used in our deterministic models. The class of 
strongly fair oracle sequences is defined and a partial order is defined on the strongly 
fair oracle sequences. In Section 3 we define the deterministic processes used in 
deterministic models. These deterministic modelling processes map infinite input 
sequences to infinite output sequences. 
In Section 4 we introduce the operators used to model network construction. We 
show that such modelling operators map modelling processes to modelling processes 
and that the class of modelling processes is closed under recursion using modelling 
operators. A specific useful class of modelling operators is introduced, which is used 
for modelling network constructions. We prove an associativity result for determinis- 
tic network construction. In Section 5 we define the behaviour equivalence relation 
over deterministic processes and show that behaviour equivalence is preserved under 
network construction. In Section 6 we define the translation from the nondetermin- 
istic level of the theory to the deterministic level. We show associativity of nondeter- 
ministic network construction. We also show that our modelling of nondeterministic 
data flow processes is extensional in the well-defined theoretical sense that nondeter- 
ministic processes which induce identical input-output relations in all contexts are 
equal. Put differently, the extensionality result shows that if processes are not identical 
in our semantics, the difference will result in different nondeterministic input-output 
behaviour in some context. In Section 7 we outline an alternative metric space 
framework for analysing modelling networks. In Section 8 we sum up, and compare 
this work with [lo]. 
2. Basic domains 
2.1. Datu domains 
In general, the structure of data domains in our deterministic models reflects the 
corresponding structure at the nondeterministic level. Since structures of data types 
are not our concern here, we make some simplifying assumptions. These simplifi- 
cations are not essential for our results. They can be removed without changing the 
theory significantly. We assume that at the nondeterministic level all data streams 
carry data of the same type C. For our deterministic models, as foreshadowed in 
Section 1, we adjoin a new value t, the wait, to give a data type D = Cu{r}. D” is the 
set of finite and denumerably infinite sequences of elements of D, including the empty 
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sequence, written as 1. We shall call elements of D” histories. For n3 1, elements of 
(D”)” may be called history vectors. We may write I for any vector all of whose 
histories are 1. 
2.2. Oracle values and oracle sequences 
Each deterministic model has an oracle input, which carries a stream of values 
which we call an oracle sequence. These sequences are conceptually distinct from data 
streams. For simplicity we take the values which can occur in oracle sequences to be 
0 and 1. Oracle sequences are infinite sequences of O’s and l’s (Definition 2.2.1). 
For our later discussion it will also be convenient to consider generalised oracle 
sequences, in which some values are undetermined. We shall refer to an oracle 
sequence as total if all of its values are 0 or 1. The oracle sequences used in the actual 
modelling of nondeterministic processes will be total. 
We introduce the set of oracle sequences. We write _L for an undetermined element 
of an oracle sequence; we mean the bottom element of the flat domain {0, 1, I}. This 
bottom element should not be confused with the bottom element of D” introduced 
previously. The context should always distinguish the two. 
2.2.1. Definition. An oracle sequence is a mapping N+ -+{O, 1, I}. 
2.2.2. Definition. A total oracle sequence is a mapping N’ -{O, 1) 
We now define fairness in a conventional way. 
2.2.3. Definition. A total oracle sequence s is fair if for all neN+ 3n’, n” > n such that 
s(n’) = 0 and s(n”) = 1. 
This definition extends straightforwardly to oracle sequences in general, as follows. 
2.2.4. Definition. For oracle sequences s and t we define s < $ (“pointwise” partial 
order) to mean that for all n such that s(n) # I, s(n)= t(n). 
2.2.5. Definition. An oracle sequence s is fair if there is a fair total oracle sequence 
t 3,s. For example I” is fair. 
To motivate our concept of strong fairness for oracle sequences, consider the ways 
in which oracle sequences are used. As illustrated in the introductory example, an 
oracle sequence is used in one of the two ways. It may be used for some specific 
computational purpose such as wait injection. A viable subtheory of our theory is 
obtained by assuming that wait injection is the only specific computational use of 
oracle sequences. 
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Alternatively an oracle sequence may be used for the special purpose of being 
subdivided, or distributed, into two oracle sequences by an oracle distributor. In this 
case, we want the fairness property of the original oracle sequence to be inherited by 
both of the subdivided oracle sequences. To achieve that, using the simple oracle 
distributor defined in the introductory example, we develop a suitable notion of 
strong fairness. First we define a simple language of positions to describe those 
subsequences of an oracle sequence which become oracle sequences as a result of 
repeated subdivisions. 
2.2.6. Definition. We write P for the set of arbitrary finite strings of L and R. We call 
these strings positions. Precisely, P can be defined inductively as follows. We write E for 
the empty string. 
(1) EEP. 
(2) If PEP, then Lp, RpeP. 
2.2.7. Definition. Next we use the notation sub(q s) to describe the subsequence at 
position rc of an oracle sequence s. Precisely, sub(n, s) can be defined inductively as 
follows. Let s be an oracle sequence and ZCE P. Define the oracle sequence sub(n, s) such 
that 
(1) If ~c=E, sub@, s)=s. 
(2) If 7c=L7C1, sub@, s) = sub(znl, A(s)). 
(3) If rc=Rzl, sub@, s)=sub(nl, p(s)). 
We also write AS(s) for the set {sub(q s) : XEP} of sequences at some position in an 
oracle sequence. We call these the alternating subsequences of s. 
We give an alternative characterisation of AS(s). 
2.2.8. Definition. Given a sequence s and integers m 3 1, k 20 define the sequence 
s:, k by 
s~,k(n)=s(m+(n-l)2k), n>l. 
2.2.9. Lemma. The sequences s&k, k>O, 1 <m<2k are exactly the alternating sub- 
sequences of s. 
Proof. An elementary induction proves it. Details are omitted. 0 
To relate these subsequences to the natural number indices of the whole sequence, 
we shall say that an index i appears at position rc if the ith term of the whole sequence 
is a term of the subsequence at 7t. More precisely, we make the following definitions. 
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2.2.10. Definition. For each position n, we define integers m(n), k(n) such that 
(1) If 7c=&, rn(rc)= 1, k(rc)=O. 
(2) If n=L7r’, m(7r)=m(n’), k(71)=k(71’)$1. 
(3) If r=Rz’, m(r~)=m(7r’)+2~(~‘), k(rc)=&‘)+ 1. 
2.2.11. Lemma. For al! 7-c, s, sub(q s)=s~+(~).~(~) 
2.2.12. Definition. For an index i, we say i appears at position rr, if, writing m = m( x), 
k=k(x), i is in the set {nz+(n-1)2kIn>1j. If i appears at rc, then for all s, 
s(i)=sub(~~, s)(n), where i=m+(n- l)2k. 
2.2.13. Definition. An oracle sequence s is strongly ji;lir if every alternating subse- 
quence of s is fair. For example I” is strongly fair. 
Denote the set of strongly fair total oracle sequences by d. Denote the set of 
strongly fair partial oracle sequences by Q. 
2.2.14. Lemma. A sequence s is ,stronglJ~ fuir $f ecery alternating subsequence is 
strongly ,fhir. 
Proof. See Appendix. 
2.2.15. Lemma. Let s be .stronglJljilir and s’=sub(x, s) be the ulternuting subsequence 
of s ut position 71. Let s’ contain only uhnite number of I values. Then for euery totul 
t such that t>,s, sub(q t) is,fuir. 
Proof. See Appendix. 
2.2.16. Lemma. [f s is strongly.fuir then there is a totul strongly fair t 3,s. 
Proof. See Appendix. 
2.2.1. Existence of total strongly ,fctir sequences 
We have already noted that I”’ is strongly fair. The algorithm used in the proof of 
Lemma 2.2.16 can then be used to construct a total strongly fair sequence. 
2.2.2. Fuirness und strong ,f&ness 
Strongly fair oracle sequences are used purely as an encoding of infinitely many fair 
sequences. This encoding is convenient for the purpose of continual subdivision into 
infinite subfamilies. 
We do not claim that the use of strongly fair, instead of fair, oracle sequences is 
appropriate for modelling actual nondeterministic behaviour. Rather, we show in 
Section 6.3 that we can build a process FS which will produce arbitrary fair sequences 
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from strongly fair sequences. Fair sequences are intended to be used for modelling 
actual nondeterministic behaviour. Thus, the use of strongly fair, instead of fair, 
sequences does not restrict the class of processes modelled. 
2.3. A partial order for oracle sequences 
The remainder of this section is not required for Sections 3 or 4, which describe the 
basic concepts used to build deterministic models. It is fundamental to the discussion 
of equivalence of deterministic models, which begins in Section 5. We begin with some 
notation for describing operations on oracle sequences. We have already described 
positions, and functions 1., p and sub for accessing subsequences at particular posi- 
tions. The following function U inverts i_ and p. 
2.3.1. Definition. Define the function U: Sz x Q+sZ as follows. 
US 1, Sz)(n)= 
s,((n+ 1) div 2) if n is odd, 
s2(n div 2) if n is even. 
2.3.2. Lemma. (i) U( As, ps) = s. 
(ii) ;I(U(s 19 s2))=s1. 
(iii) p(U(s,, s2))=s2. 
(iv) 1f sl, s2 are strongly fair, then U(s,, s2) is strongly fair. 
Next we define updating of oracle sequences at arbitrary positions. 
2.3.3. Definition. Let PEP, s, s’EQ. Define the s’ update of s at p, written [s’/p] s, to be 
the result of changing to s’ the subsequence of s at p. Precisely, the concept can be 
defined inductively as follows. 
(1) [s’/&]S=S’. 
(2) If p = Lp’, then [s’/p] s = U( [s’/p’]( is), ps). 
(3) If p = Rp’, then [s’/p] s = U( is, [s’/p’] ( ps)). 
Next we extend the update notation to allow parallel updates at several independent 
positions. 
2.3.4. Definition. Two positions are independent if neither is a prefix of the other. A set 
of positions is called independent if each pair of its elements is independent. 
2.3.5. Definition. For each oracle sequence s, each independent set 17 of positions and 
each function C: 17-+!J, we define [o]s to be the result of modifying, for each 7c~I7, the 
subsequence of s at 71 to C(Z). 
This definition succeeds because the elements of Il are independent, and sub- 
sequences at independent positions do not overlap. 
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We can now define a partial order on oracle sequences. 
2.3.6. Definition. For all S, tg!2, s < ASt means t is a parallel update of s, say t = [a]~, 
such that for all nEdom cr, G(X) is total and strongly fair, and sub(z, s) = I”. 
Write 52,s for those elements of SEQ such that ~3~s I”. 
2.3.7. Lemma. (Sz AS, <AS) is a partial order with least element I” and in which 
increasing sequences have upper bounds (but not generally least upper bounds). 
This lemma is a consequence of the following series of lemmas. 
2.3.8. Lemma. The relation GAS is reflexive and anti-symmetric. 
Proof. See Appendix. 
2.3.9. Lemma. The relation GAS is transitive. 
Proof. See Appendix. 
2.3.10. Lemma. Every chain of elements in (SZ,.+s, <As) has an upper bound in 
(Q*s, GAS). 
Proof. See Appendix. 
The following observations about parallel updates will be used later in the paper; 
first, a partial order on parallel updates with the same domain. 
2.3.11. Definition. For all parallel updates (T, cr’ with the same domain II, we write 
CJ &s O’ to denote that for all rr~Z7, a(rc) <,.+s a’(n). 
2.3.12. Lemma. If CJ, CJ’ are parallel updates with the same domain Ii’, $6 6’~!2 and if 
~<~scr’ and 6&,6’, then [a]6<AS[~‘]6’. 
Proof. See Appendix. 
2.3.13. Lemma. Let 6 be total and strongly fair, and let o be an update such that dom 0 
is jinite and for all 7cedom CJ, G(K) = I”. Then [o] 6 2~s I”. 
Proof. See Appendix 
We note here for later use the following operation of concatenation on independent 
sets. 
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2.3.14. Definition. For all independent sets of positions II, and II,, define 
concat(I7,, IZ,) to be the set of componentwise concatenations of II, and IZ2, i.e. 
2.3.15. Lemma. For all independent sets II, and 112, concat(l7,, ZI,) is an independent 
set. 
3. Deterministic processes used for modelling 
3.1. Introduction 
Following [S], we characterise deterministic processes as continuous functions of 
some type (D”)” x d -+(D” )“, m, n 20. A function of this type characterises a determin- 
istic data flow process with m input data ports, a single oracle input port and n output 
ports. Note that in oracle inputs, modelling functions are continuous with respect to 
the standard prefix ordering on oracle sequences (regarded simply as sequences of O’s 
and l’s). The splitting process Dist, already defined, is clearly continuous with respect 
to the standard partial order. 
For brevity, we write [m+n] for (D”)” x d-+(L)“)“. For ~_E(D~)~, ELI and 
f~[m-+n] we may writef( h) instead off(h, 6) when the abbreviation is not ambiguous 
in context. We may also write I for the function with constant value I. 
For reasons mentioned in Section 1, we shall restrict the class of deterministic 
processes to be used in our models. The intention is not to restrict the class of 
nondeterministic processes which can be modelled, but rather to fix a convenient 
structure for the deterministic models. The deterministic processes used in our 
deterministic modelling satisfy a modelling condition. Intuitively, the modelling 
condition can be motivated by interpreting a wait data item as a unit time delay. More 
specifically, a wait may be regarded as terminating a transmission at a given time. 
With this interpretation, we may speak of data items occurring between the (n- 1)th 
and the nth wait as occurring at time n- 1. This interpretation is not necessary to the 
analysis but is an acceptable, elementary, operational interpretation. The modelling 
condition then imposes on deterministic processes requirements which may be inter- 
preted as follows. 
(1) Output at time zero is totally defined before input is read (the initialising 
condition). 
(2) Input affects only later output (the causality condition). More precisely, for 
each n, output at times less than n is independent of input at times greater than or 
equal to n. 
No further restrictions are imposed on the ways in which processes may respond to 
the timing patterns of inputs. In the following technical development, we allow infinite 
sequences with finitely many waits. Such sequences may be excluded from the 
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analysis, if so desired, on operational grounds; the analysis is unaffected. Since the 
operational semantics for the Kahn semantics of deterministic data flow is well 
known, the given operational meaning for waits and the interpretation of oracles as 
sources of nondeterminism fixes a definite operational interpretation of the processes 
we consider. Technically, the modelling condition ensures that the data streams 
internal to a network of modelling processes are always sufficiently padded with waits 
to be infinite and to avoid spurious deadlocks. 
3.2. Dominution 
Our definition of modelling is based on the following domination relation on 
history vectors. Intuitively, b dominutes & can be thought of as meaning that b extends 
k and, in the case that k is finite, the maximum time for which b is totally defined is 
greater than the maximum time for which k is totally defined. 
3.2.1. Definition. For history vectors b = (11, , . , h,), k=(k,, . . . . k,), we say h domin- 
utes k, written as h d k, if for all i, 1 d i < m, either hi = ki and hi, ki are infinite or hi > ki 
and hi contains strictly more waits than ki. For example, T d I, but not I dl. 
3.2.2. Lemma. (i) h d h ifl‘ all components of‘ h are infinite. _ 
(ii) h d k and k d IJ implies h = 6. 
(iii) id i und &d k’ implies hd k’. 
(iv) !f‘ (/J,>) is an increasing sequence und jbr all n, h,,d k, then lub,h,d k. 
(v) Jf‘ (k,) is an increasing sequence und ,jbr all n, h d k,,, then h d lub,k,. 
(vi) IJ > & und k d k’ implies b d k’. 
(viii) h d k and k > k’ implies 11 d @. 
The following extension of domination to continuous functions is a key concept for 
our analysis, and also leads directly to the causality condition. 
3.2.3. Definition. Let ,f; y~[r-+s]. We say .f dominates y if for all hd &, 
GEA,J‘(~, 6)dg(k, (5). We writef’dy. 
3.2.4. Definition. Let .fi[~+s]. We say ,f is cuusal if for all b d &, b~d,f( h, 6) df( k, 6). 
Note that this is equivalent t0.f‘d.f: 
3.2.5. Lemma. [f .f’ is L.LI~SU~ and all components of b ure ir$nite then u/l components of 
f( h, S) are i$inite. 
Proof. Since 12 is infinite, IAd 11. Since ,f is causal, ,f (h)df’(h) and therefore f‘(b) is 
infinite. 0 
We extend the above definitions to vectors of functions as follows. 
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3.2.6. Definition. Let f= ( fi , . . . ..L). s_=(g1, ..., g,,) be n-tuples of functions. We say 
f dominates g if i d gi for all i, 1 did n. We write fd s_. We say f is causal if fdf. - - 
The initialising condition which completes the concept of modelling is also easily 
expressed in terms of domination. 
3.2.7. Definition. We say f~[r+s] is initialising if f( -L, _!_ )dl. A vector f of fun- 
ctions is initialising if each component of f is initialising. 
3.2.8. Definition. A process f is a modelling process if it is initialising and causal. 
Examples 
We present here some elementary examples of modelling and nonmodelling 
processes. 
Example (1): For an arbitrary finite sequence a and an arbitrary sequence b, the 
process f defined by 
f (X, 6)=a.s.b for all X, 6 
is initialising, since clearly f( I, I ) d I . 
E.xample (2): The identity process Id defined by 
Id(X, 6)=X for all X, 6 
is noninitialising. To see that, note that Id( I, I ) = I and I does not dominate I. 
The identity process is causal since if hd k, then for all 6, Id(h, 6)d Id(k, 6). 
Example (3): The process f defined below is initialising but noncausal. 
f(X,4=z.f'(X,Q, f'(l,d)=.l. 
f'(s.X, S)=f'(X, S), f’(a.X,6)=a.f’(X,6), a#z. 
To see that f is noncausal, note that 7 dominates I, but f (5) =f (I) = T and z does not 
dominate T. 
We now give some examples of modelling processes. 
Example (4). A modelling identity process: MId(X, 6)= r.X. 
Example (5). A modelling cons process: The process cons has two nonoracle inputs 
X and Y. Intuitively, the process waits for a nonwait input on X. When such a data 
item appears, it is output and then all data items appearing on input Y are output. 
cons( X, Y, 6)= r.cons’( X, Y, 6), cons’(l, Y,S)=l, 
cons’(r.X, Y, ~S)=r.cons’(X, Y, 6), 
cons’(a.X, Y, 6) = a. Y, a # 7. 
Example (6). A nondeterministic distributor: The distributor process has one input 
and two outputs. The process distributes a wait in its input stream to both outputs. 
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When a nonwait data item is encountered, the process consults its oracle input stream. 
An oracle value of 0 causes the data item to be distributed to the left output and an 
oracle value of 1 causes the data item to be distributed to the right. We describe the 
behaviours of the distributor by defining two modelling processes dist, and dist,, 
defining the left- and right-output streams, respectively. 
dist I (X, 6) = z.dist; (X, 6), dist,(X, d)=z.dist;(X, 6), 
disti(1,6)=_L, dist;(l,6)=1, 
dist; (r.X, 6) = r.dist; (X, 6) dist;(r.X, d)=r.dist;(X, 6), 
dist;(a.X, 0.6)=a.disti(X, a), u#z, dist;(a.X, OJ)=z.dist;(X, 6), a#r, 
dist;(u.X, 1.6)=r.disti(X, 6), u#7. dist;(u.X, 1.6)=u.dist;(X,6), a#~. 
The choices made by the distributor process are determined by the strongly fair 
oracle input. In applications, we may wish to use fair or even unfair sequences of O’s 
and l’s to drive distribution processes. This may be achieved by using the processes 
FS and US, defined in Section 6.3, which produce, respectively, arbitrary fair and 
unfair sequences. Then processes analogous to dist can be defined in which choices are 
determined by a data input connected to FS or US. 
The modelling functions (D”)“+(D”)” form a complete subset of the larger cpo of 
continuous functions. However, it is not appropriate to focus attention purely on this 
subset, intuitively because the modelling functions represent limiting behaviours 
which are approximated by nonmodelling processes. Technically, this is reflected in 
such facts as those stating that there is no least modelling function. 
As outlined in the next section, we restrict the class of operators modelling network 
construction schemes so that the least fixed points of such operators are modelling 
functions. Those least fixed points may be calculated as least upper bounds of, in 
general, nonmodelling functions. 
4. Operators used to model networks 
4.1. Introduction 
A fundamental requirement for the discussion of nondeterministic processes is to 
have a vocabulary for describing the contexts into which a process may be placed. 
Intuitively, such a context is a network of processes which has a “hole” into which the 
process under discussion may be placed. We formalise this requirement by consider- 
ing (continuous) operators on the continuous functions which model deterministic 
processes. Intuitively, when a process f is placed in the “hole” in a context F, the 
resulting network is F(f). More generally, operators can also be used to define 
functions recursively, (see Section 4.2). It is convenient for our analysis to allow 
contexts with several “holes”. That in turn makes it natural to consider operators for 
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which the values as well as the arguments are vectors of functions. Accordingly we 
begin as follows. 
4.1.1. Definition. An operator is a continuous function from m-tuples to n-tuples 
of functions. A typical operator will be a continuous function from 
CP1-‘411 x ... x CPmr%l to C~I-sS11 x ... x [r,+s,]. Intuitively, this operator rep- 
resents an n-tuple of contexts. Each of the contexts has m “holes”. For each context, 
the ith “hole” can be filled by a deterministic process of type [pi+qi]. For the jth 
context, when all “holes” are filled the resulting network defines a deterministic 
process Of type [rj+Sj], j= 1, . . . , n. 
4.1.2. Definition. For operators F and G of compatible types we denote the composite 
operator FG. That is, for all function vectorsf in the domain of G,( FG) (f) = F(G(f)). 
The modelling condition on functions extends naturally to operators as follows. 
4.1.3. Definition. An operator F is dominance preserving if whenever fdg then also - - 
F(f) d F(q). 
4.1.4. Lemma. If F, G are dominance preserving then so is FG. 
Proof. Evident. 0 
4.1.5. Definition. An operator F is initialising if F(I) is initialising. 
4.1.6. Lemma. If F is initialising then FG is initialising. 
Proof. FG( I)b F(I) by monotonicity of F. Also F( -L)(h_)dl for all h_. Thus 
FG(l)(h)dl for all h. Cl 
4.1.7. Lemma. Zf F is initialising, then F (I)dl. 
4.1.8. Definition. An operator is a modelling operator if it is initialising and domi- 
nance preserving. 
It should be noted however that we shall actually make use of only a specific class 
MO of modelling operators, to be defined in Section 4.3. 
4.1.9. Corollary. If F and G are modelling operators and are composable then FG is 
also a modelling operator. 
4.1.10. Lemma. If F is a modelling operator andf is a modelling function in the domain 
of F, then F(f) is also a modelling function. 
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Proof. We have to show that F(f) is initialising and causal, given that f has these 
properties. 
(i) Znitialising: For all h, F(f) ( /J) > F( I) (h_) by monotonicity of F, 
dl since F is initialising. 
(ii) Causa[: F(f) d F(f) is immediate since ,f is causal and F is dominance 
preserving. - - 
4.2. Recursiz~e dejnitions qf modelling processes 
The continuous operators discussed in Section 4.1 can be used more generally for 
recursive definitions of deterministic processes. This is the core of the Kahn semantics 
[S]. Since we impose a restriction on modelling processes, we show that recursive 
definitions using modelling operators define modelling processes. This shows that the 
modelling processes are closed under network construction using modelling oper- 
ators. It also shows that the class of modelling processes is closed under recursion 
using modelling network schemes. In the next section we exhibit a useful class of 
modelling network construction operators. 
4.2.1. Theorem. !f F is u modelling operator on [r,-+s,] x ... x [rn+s,] and f is the 
least jixed point off= F(f), then f is modelling. 
Proof. f= lub F’(I). Since F(I) is initialising and f> F( l),f is initialising. To 
show causality, we consider each component j; of J=(.f,, . . , fn) and show that for all 
k d k_, fj (b) dfj (k). If fj( &) is infinite, i.e. all components of fj( &) are infinite, then since 
h > k and jj is monotonic, ,fi( 1~) is infinite and thus ,fi( h) djj( k). We write ,rj( k)i for the 
ith component of the output of ,jJ k). 
Nowf(k)=F”(~)(k)=(lub,F”(~))(k)=lub,(F”(~)(k)) and so, for each finite 
component of ,jj(k), say fi(k_)i,.fj(k)i=((F”(l))jk)i for some 4. NOW 
,fj(hL3((F ““(i))jh)i=((F’(F(l)))jh)i 
d((F4(l))jk)i from Lemmas 4.1.7 and 4.1.10 
=.fi(k)i. 
4.3. The cluss MO of modelling operators 
The class MO of operators considered here is the class of operators to be used later 
in the paper for modelling network constructions. First we describe the basic classes of 
operators to be used in the definition of MO. Note that most of these basic operators 
are not themselves in MO. 
From this point we make occasional use of 2 notation in the description of 
functions. It should not be confused with the i. operation on oracle sequences defined 
in Section 1. 
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4.3.1. Definition (modelling constant operators). Let g be a modelling function of type 
[r+s] and let J be variables of type [pi~qi], i= 1, . . . . m. Then A(fl, . . . ,fm).g is 
a modelling constant operator from [ p1 -+ql] x ... x [pm-q,] to [r-+s], whose value 
is g everywhere. 
4.3.2. Definition (causal constant operators). Let c be a causal function of type [r+s] 
and let fi be variables of type [pi+qi], i=l, . . . , m. Then A(fl, . . . ,fm).c is a causal 
constant operator from [ pl+ql] x ... x [pm +q,,,] to [r+s], whose value is c every- 
where. 
4.3.3. Definition (projection operators). Let J be of type [ pi+qi], i = 1, . , m. Then 
4f1, ... , fm).fi is a projection operator from [ p1 +ql] X ... x [ pm+q,] to [ pi+qi]. 
We shall denote this operator by Pi, the types being implied by the context. 
4.3.4. Definition (identity operator). We denote the identity operator by Id. It is 
defined by Id(f) =$ 
4.3.5. Definition (disjoint union operator). Disjoint union models the operation of 
forming a process from two component processes by grouping them together without 
interconnection. In our theory this operation is not naive because each of the 
component processes requires an oracle sequence. These two oracle sequences are 
obtained from the single oracle sequence of the disjoint union by an oracle distribu- 
tion process Dist as defined in Section 1. Thus, the disjoint union operation is as 
depicted in Fig. 2. The input streams OS are the oracle streams for each of the 
processes. 
For each pair [p-q] and [r+s] of function types there is a disjoint union operator 
DU from [p+q] x [r-s] to [(p+r)-+(q+s)], defined by 
WJ(fi,fd)(h, . . ..bhp+l. . . ..&+r.@ 
=(f1(h, ...> h,, 4@)>f2(hp+l, . > &+r, P(@). 
+-_ ayf 
. . . . 
- 6 Dist disjoint union operation ‘R” y; 
. . . 
. . . 
Fig. 2. Sketch of the disjoint union operation. 
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4.3.6. Definition (composition operator). The composition operators form a process 
from two component processes by feeding the output of one into the input of the 
other. As in the case of disjoint union, the component processes receive independent 
oracle inputs as a result of splitting the single oracle sequence of the composition. 
Let g be of type [ p+q] and f of type [q-r]. Then the composition operator Comp 
from [q-r] x [ p+q] to [ p-+r] is defined by 
Comp(f; g)(h, @=f(g(h, jb(6)), ~(6)). 
Figure 3 illustrates the composition operator. 
4.3.7. Definition (link operator). These operators are designed to form a new process 
from a given process by connecting an input port to an output port. Note that linking 
is more general than composition since it provides for the output of a process to be fed 
back to its own input. In this case we need to calculate the history on the looped data 
stream as a least fixed point, following the Kahn semantics. Linking and disjoint 
union together are sufficient to allow the construction of arbitrary finite networks. 
Let fE[ p+q], in{ 1, . . . , p} and k~{l, . , q}. Intuitively L1NKi(f)~[(p- l)+ 
(q- l)] is as depicted in Fig. 4. Formally, it is defined as follows. For r= 1, . . . , k- 1, 
k+l,...,q 
CLINK:(f)(x,, . . ..Xi-l.Xi+l,...,~p,fi)Ir 
=C.f(xl,...,xi-,,H,xi+,, ~~~~xp~6)1r~ 
h 
Fig. 3. Sketch of the composition operation 
Fig. 4. Sketch of the link operation. 
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where H is the least fixed point of 
H=[f(x~, ... 9 Xi-12 H, Xi+12 ... > xp, d)]k, 
Note that oracle lines cannot be linked. 
4.3.8. Definition (function tupling operators). For i= 1, . . . , m let Oi be an operator 
from [ pl-+ql] x ... x [ p,,-q,,] to [ri+si]. Define the operator [Oi, . . . , O,] from 
Cpl-+qll x ... x Cwsl to CrI+sIl x ... x Crm+~J by 
co 1, . . ..O.l(fi, . . ..fn)=(ol(.fi~ ~.~>.fil), ‘..~@n(.fl, . ..A)). 
This completes the definition of the basic classes of operators used for the definition 
of MO. Next we define a set DP of dominance-preserving operators. 
4.3.9. Definition. The set DP is the least set of operators closed under the following 
conditions. 
(1) The modelling constant operators, the causal constant operators and the 
projection operators belong to DP. 
(2) DU, Id, CompEDP. 
(3) For all G,, . . . . G,EDP, [G,, . . . . G,]EDP. 
(4) For all G1, G,EDP, GIGZ~DP. 
It is straightforward to verify that all operators in DP are dominance preserving. 
Now we define the class MO recursively as follows. 
4.3.10. Definition. The set MO is the least set of operators closed under the following 
conditions. 
(1) The modelling constant operators are in MO. 
(2) For all GEMO and DEDP, Comp[G, D]EMO. 
(3) For all GEMO, LINK~GEMO. 
(4) For all GEMO and every causal constant operator C, Comp[C, G]EMO. 
(5) For all Gi, G2~M0, DUIG1, G,]EMO. 
(6) For all G1, . . . , G,EMO and all i such that lbi<m, Pi[Gi, . . . . G,]EMO, 
where Pi is the ith projection operator (Definition 4.3.2). 
(7) For all Gr, . . . , G,EMO, CC,, . . . , GJEMO. 
(8) For all GEMO and DEDP, GDEMO. 
(9) For all G1, G,EMO, G1G2~M0. 
Remark. In the next section we show that all operators in MO are modelling. It 
follows from Theorem 4.2.1 that for each operator G in MO the least fixed point of 
G is a modelling process. That least fixed point defines a modelling constant operator 
which is also in MO. 
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4.4. All MO operators are modelling 
Most cases are easy to check. We present here proofs for cases (2) and (3) under 
Definition 4.3.10. 
4.4.1. Lemma. [f G is modelling and D is dominance preserving, then Comp[G, D] is 
modelling. 
Proof. Firstly, Comp[G, D] is initialising since 
CompCG,Dl(J’)(1,6)=G(,f)(D(f)(1,j,(6)),p(6))3G(,f)(I,p(6))dI. 
To show that Comp [G, D] is dominance preserving, assume h d & and fd g. Then, 
since D is dominance preserving, D(f) (h, i(6)) d D(g) (I<, A(6)) and since G is domi- 
nance preserving, G(f’)(D(f)(h, j@)), .AV)dG(g)(D(y)(k, r,(6)), p(S)). 0 
4.4.2. Lemma. LINK; G is initialising whenever G is initialising. 
Proof. We have 
(LINKfG)(I)=LINK;(G(I)) 
LINK;(G( J-))(x 1, . . .._ Yi-l,_Yj+l, . . . . x,, 6) 
=G(l)((X,,...,Xi_l,H,xi+,,...,X,,6) 
dl since G is initialising. 0 
4.4.3. Lemma. LINKi G is dominance preserving provided G is initialising und 
dominance preserving. 
Proof. Let fd y and 1ld k. Thenf‘(h_, G)dg(k, 6). It suffices to show that - - 
if (k,, . . . . hi-l, ki+l, . . . . k,)d(ki, . . . . ki_i,ki+i, . . . . kp) then HdH’, 
where H is the least fixed point of H=[G(,f)(kI, ...) hi-l, H, ki+l, . . . , k,, 6)], and 
H’ is the least fixed point of H’=[G(y_)(k,, . . . , ki_l, H’, ki+l, . . , k,, S)&. 
Consider the approximations to H, H’: 
Ho=CG(,f)(kl,...,ki~I,I,ki+l,...,k,,S)lk, 
Hi=CG(,f)(kl,...,ki-1,Hi-1,ki+1, ...,k,,6)1,, 
Hb=[G(g)(k,, ...>ki-,,I.ki+l, ...,kp,6)]k, 
HI=CG(g)(kl,...,ki-l,H:-l,ki+ ,,..., k,,6)1,. 
We show below that H 1 d Hb, and by induction that Hi + 1 d Hi for all 0 < j < i. Then, 
since H 3 Hi for all i, H d Hi for all i. Thus, H d H’, by Lemma 3.2.2(v). 
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First we show that H, d Hb. It is clear that Hod I since G(f) is initialising. 
Therefore, 
H,=[G(f)(h,,...,hi-,,Ho,hi+,,...,h,,6)1, 
d[G(g)(k,, . . . . ki-1, _L,ki+l, . . . . k,,6)],=Hb since 
fd g, G is dominance preserving and hd k_. - - 
NOW assume inductively that Hi+ 1 d Hi for all 0 <j f i. We show that Hi + 2 d Hi for 
all O<j<i+l. First, Hi+2~Hi+l and therefore, Hi+,dHJ for all O<j<i, from 
Lemma 3.2.2(vi). It remains to show that Hi+ld H;+l. For this note that 
Hi+2=CG(f)(hl,...,hi-l,Hi+l,hi+l,...,hp,6)lk 
d[G(g)(k,,...,ki-,,H:,ki+,,..., k,, c?)& by inductive assumption 
=H;+,. 
4.5. Simultaneous and iterated linking 
So far we have discussed linking a single output to a single input. The extension of 
our definitions and results to the case of the simultaneous linking of a number of ports 
will follow from the result that step-by-step linking is equivalent to parallel linking. 
This result is known [2, 151 but is not readily accessible in this form. 
4.51. Theorem (associativity of deterministic linking). An arbitrary number ofparal- 
lel links is equivalent to a series of step-by-step linkings. 
Proof. See Appendix. 
5. Equivalence classes of modelling processes 
In this section we define and analyse a notion of behaviour equivalence on 
modelling processes. It is intended to capture the idea that two equivalent models 
have no difference which is observable at the nondeterministic level, either by direct 
observation or by indirect means of observing the behaviours of the two processes in 
some arbitrary context. We also show in Theorem 6.4.1 that it is the broadest 
equivalence relation with this property: two inequivalent models can be observed, 
with the aid of a suitable context, to be inequivalent. 
5.1. Behaviour equivalence 
It is convenient to define and analyse behaviour equivalence by means of the 
following subequivalence. 
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5.1.1. Definition. Let 1; g be modelling processes of type [r+s]. We say f is behauiour 
subequivalent o g written asf<y if for all infinite X and 6~d there exists a 6’~d such 
thatf(X, 6)=g(X, 6’). More generally, if .f=(fi, . . . . fm), g=(gl, . . . . g,,,) are vectors of 
modelling processes of the same type ,f4g means that l;y<,gi, i= 1, . . . . m. 
5.1.2. Lemma. Behaviour subequivalence is reflexive und transitive. 
Proof. Immediate. 0 
5.1.3. Definition. We say modelling processes f and g are behaviour equivalent written 
as f zg iff f4g and g+f; and similarly, for vectors fand g. 
5.1.4. Lemma. Behaviour equivalence is an equivalence relation. 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 5.1.2. 0 
5.1.5. Lemma. (associativity of disjoint union with respect to behaviour equivalence). 
DU(DU(,f,,f;),f;)~DU(f,,DU(f,,1;)). 
Proof. We show that 
DU(DU(f,,,f,),fj)~DU(.f,,DU(I;,j;)). 
The other subequivalence is shown symmetrically. 
Consider the diagrams in Fig. 5. The diagram on the left in Fig. 5 labels the strongly 
fair oracles arriving at .fi ,f; ,,f3 as 6,) d2, 6,. It clearly suffices to take 6’ as 
U(d,, U(6,,S,)). 0 
5.2. Preservation of behuviour equivalence under network construction: introduction 
Our aim in this section is to prove a theorem whose intuitive content is: if two 
processes are behaviour equivalent then so are their substitutions in any modelling 
context. To achieve this result we must first give a formal definition of the modelling 
contexts being considered. Recall that we construct network processes only as the 
least fixed points z of equations 
z = G(z), 
where G is an operator in MO. Thus, each result of substituting a process into 
a modelling context is such a z. Our formal model for substituting a process f to 
achieve z = G(z) is 
G(M)) = F(f; w), 
where FEMO also. Thus, a formal statement of the theorem to be proved is as follows. 
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DU( DU (fl, f2L f3)) DU ( f,, DU ( f2. f3)) 
Fig. 5. Associativity of disjoint union 
5.2.1. Theorem. For all FEMO of type t x u-u and all modelling processes f and g of 
type t, if f E g and if y, z are the least fixed points of y = F(f, y), z = F (g, z), respectively, 
then y~z. 
For convenience and generality, we extend this result to vectors f;g of functions, 
and to operators with vector results. Thus, the theorem to be proved is-the following. 
Here the notation F(f,@, for example, indicates some partition of the arguments of 
F into two vectors. 
5.2.2. Theorem. For all FEMO of type t_ x u_-+u_ and all f and g of type <, if f~s_ and if 
y, z are the least fixed points of y = F (f, y), z_ = F( s_, z_), respectively, then y % z. 
It is also convenient, and sufficient, to prove the corresponding result for behaviour 
subequivalence. Thus, we actually prove the following. 
5.2.3. Lemma. For all FEMO of type [X u_-*u_ and all f and g of type t_, if f-@g and 
if y_,g are the least jixed points of y=F(J;y),z_= F(g_, gj, resptktively, then ~-6~~ 
We now consider the concepts which are needed for our proof of this result. 
5.3. Compensating for subequivalence: introduction 
Our argument for Lemma 5.2.3 can be sketched intuitively as follows. To simplify 
the sketch we assume, as in Theorem 5.2.1, that the two arguments for F are single 
functions rather than vectors of functions. 
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(i) For each input X, 6 to ,f a change of f to y can be compensated by changing 
6 to some suitable 6’, without changing X. 
(ii) Since FEMO, the network described by z=F(,f, z) depends on f in a simple 
way. Instances of f are merely “plugged into holes” in the network. 
(iii) The network supplies each instance off with an oracle sequence in a simple 
way. Writing s for the oracle sequence supplied to the whole network, each instance of 
,f is supplied with an oracle sequence sub(z, s) for some position rr. The several 
instances of ,f are supplied with nonoverlapping subsequences of s. 
(iv) Thus for each input to the network, a change from .f to g can be compensated 
by making suitable changes to those nonoverlapping subsequences of S. Overall, that 
amounts only to a change in the network’s oracle sequence s. Accordingly, the process 
defined by using ,f is subequivalent to the process defined by using y. 
The idea just sketched exploits special properties of the operator F. To make the 
argument precise we introduce notation as follows. First, it is convenient to weaken 
the concept of subequivalence. 
5.3.1. Definition. We say that ci’ compensates f to g on X, 6 if .f’(X, cS)>g(X, 6’). 
To introduce our notation, consider the example of an operator F from MO of 
some type C~r+q~l x ... x CP~ +qm]-+[r-+~] and an arbitrary argument ,[ of F, of 
type [pl+ql] x ... x [p”,+q,,,]. We write F(,f) for the value of F at $ In this 
introduction we make various assertions about F without proof, for the sake of 
motivation. Proofs, as required, are given later. All of the following points are 
significant for our argument. 
(a) Each component in a network can be uniquely identified by a path from the 
network oracle input, through oracle distributors, to that component. We already 
have (Definition 2.2.6) a notation for describing these paths. In particular, there is 
some independent set Ll of positions which are the positions in the network at which 
instances of the arguments of F are substituted. For example, if F = DU, one instance 
of each argument is substituted at positions L and R; so, in this case the set n is 
(L R 1. 
(b) A function )L‘: IL+ (1, .., VI) can describe, for each position ITET~, the ordinal of 
the argument substituted at rr. For the DU example given above, 
w(L)= 1, w(R)=2 
(c) For each argument ,[ of F, each input (X, 6) to F(,f‘) and each position TC~‘, the 
process at rc in F(j) has some input data stream which we write I(_/; JC,~, 6). Note that 
its oracle input is sub(n,h). 
We are interested in the following properties of these structures. Again, this 
introductory discussion has no proofs. 
(d) In the notation of(c), the type of the data stream I($rc,x,S) is pwtn). 
(e) The function I introduced in (c) is monotonic in its first and third arguments. 
(f) The last and the most important property we consider is, intuitively, as follows. 
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Whenever changes to an argument of F can be compensated locally, they can be 
compensated globally. In the notation of (c), and writing f=(_fi, . . . ,f.), the property 
is as follows. 
For all functions o : IL+ A, if for all ~cEZZ, writing k = w(z), o(z) compensates fk to 
gk on I(f,q~,~),sub(qS) then [ala compensates F(f) to F(g) on X,S. 
To reason efficiently about such situations we give an abstract formulation of it as 
follows. First we deal with the special case discussed above. 
5.3.2. Definition. For every operator F from dom F = [ p1 +ql] x ‘.. x [ pm+qm] to 
[r-+s] a compensation structure for F is a triple (ZZ, w,Z) with the following properties. 
(a) ZZ is a finite independent set of positions. 
(b) w is a function from Zi’ to { 1, . . . , m}. 
(c) I is a function from dom I = dom F x Il x r x A to uy= 1 pi. 
(d) For all (f,71,X,6)EdomI,I(f;71,X,6)Ep,(,,. 
(e) I is monotonic in its first and third arguments. 
(f) For all updates (T: 17-4, if for all rc~ZZ,a(n) compensates fwtni to gwcn) on 
I(~Tc,~,c?),sII~(~~), then [a]6 compensates F(f) to F(g) on X,S. 2 
The general case is then a simple extension. 
5.3.3. Definition. For every operator F from [pl+ql] x ... x [pm+qm] to 
[rl-+sl] x ... x [r,+s,] a compensation structure is an n-tuple 
{(ZZj,wj,Zj):j=l ,..., n}suchthatforeachj=l,..., n, the jth triple is a compensation 
structure for PjF. 
5.4. Compensating for subequivalence: proofs 
In this section we show that all operators in MO have a compensation structure. 
5.4.1. Lemma. The constant, projection, disjoint union, identity, composition and link 
operators have a compensation structure. 
Proof. We first exhibit, for each of these operators, the required functions. 
(1) Modelling and causal constant operators: Ii’= empty set. Choose w and Z also to 
be empty. 
(2) Projection operators: i( fi, . . . , &).f;: defines a projection operator from 
CP1-+411X.~~X [Pm +q,,,] to [pi~qi]. Here 
w(E) = i, 
Z(fi, . . . . f,,&,g,k?)=&, for all XEpi 
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(3) Disjoint union: Let DU be defined as in Section 4.3. Again n= 1, and 
H={L,R}, 
w(L)= 1, w(R)=2. 
Let X=(/r,, . . . . h,,h,+i, . . . . h,,,.). Then for all fi,f2, 
r((f;,f2),L,X,6)=(hl,...,hp), I((.fi,f*),R,X,G)=(hp+l,...,hp+r). 
(4) Identity: 
fl= {&I, 
w(E)= 1, 
1(f;c,X,fi)=X. 
(5) Composition: 
n={L,R}, 
w(L)=2, w(R)= 1, 
~((fi>“G),L,~,~)=x, r((f;,f;),R,X,6)=f,(X,~.(6)). 
(6) Link operators: Let LINK: be defined as in Section 4.3. Again n= 1, and 
n= {c>, 
w(E)= 1, 
I(~E,X1,...,Xi-l,Xi+l, f..) Xp,d)‘(X, )...) Xi_l,H,Xi+l )...y Xp,J), 
where H, as defined as in Definition 4.3.7, is the least fixed point of 
H=[f(X,, ...,Xi~1,H,Xi+,, . . ..Xp.~)]k. 
It is straightforward to check that the above functions have the required properties. 
The only nontrivial case is to verify Definition 5.3.2(f) for the link operators. We do 
this now. On the basis of the assumption that S’=a(e) compensates f to g on 
(xl,...,xi-l,H,xi+,,..., x,), 6, we have to show that 6’ compensates LINKif to 
LINKig on (x,, . . . . xi_ i,xi+ 1, . . . . x,),S. That is, we assume that 
C.f’(x~~~~~~xi~~~H~xi+~~~~~~x~~6)1~Z[~(x~~~~~~xi~~~H~xi+~~~~~~x~~6’)l~ 
for r=l,..., k-l,k,k+l,..., q, 
and show that 
for r=l,..., k-l,k+l,..., 4, 
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where H’ is the least fixed point of 
H'=[g(X1, . . ..Xi_l.H',xi+l, ...) ~p,S')]k. 
It suffices to show that H 3 H’. Now 
Hb=[g(X1r...,Xi-1,I,xi+l,...,~p,~’)Ik 
~[g(X1,...,xi-l,H,Xi+l,...,~p,~‘)Ik 
~[f(X1,...,Xi-l,H,xi+l,...,~p,b)Ik 
=H. 
Inductively, we assume that Hi < H and show that Hi, 1 Q H. 
H;+1=[g(X1,...,Xi-1,HI,Xi+l,...,~p,6’)Ik 
G[g(xl, . ..rXt-lrH.xi+l,..., xP, a’)& by inductive assumption 
~[f(X1,...,Xi-l,H,xi+l,...,~p,~)Ik 
=H. 
It follows that H’dH. 
5.4.2. Lemma. If 01, . . . . 0, have compensation structures then so does [O,, . . . . O,]. 
Proof. Immediate from definitions. 0 
5.4.3. Lemma. If F, G have compensation structures then so does FG. 
Proof. See Appendix. 
Theorem 5.4.4 follows from the above lemmas. 
5.4.4. Theorem. Every operator in MO has a compensation structure. 
We are also interested in the following “infinite history” property of certain 
operators and their compensation structures. We shall show that all operators in MO, 
with compensation structures defined as above, have the infinite history property. 
54.5. Definition. Let F be an operator from [ pl+ql] x ... x [p,,,+q,,,] to 
[rl +sl] x ... x [r,+s,] with compensation structure { (IZj, wj, Zj) : j = 1, . , ., n>. We say 
F has the injinite history property if, for all 1 < j<n, for all (f, x,X,G)~dornl~; if f is 
causal and X is infinite (at all components), then Z,(f, rc,-z,~‘?) is infinite (at all 
components). 
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5.4.6. Lemma. The constant, projection, disjoint union, identity and composition oper- 
ators, with compensation structures as defined in Lemma 5.4.1, have the injinite history 
property. 
Proof. Straightforward, noting that causal functions map infinite histories to infinite 
histories. 3 
5.4.7. Lemma. If‘ F und G ure dominance preserving and have the injinite history 
property, then FG, with compensation structure us dejined in Lemmu 5.4.3, bus the 
inJinite history property. 
Proof. Straightforward, noting that dominance preserving operators map causal 
functions to causal functions. I 
54.8. Lemma. [f G is modelling and has the injinite history property, then LINKi G, 
with compensation structure as dejined in Lemmu 5.4.3, has the infinite history property. 
Proof. See Appendix 
Theorem 5.4.9 follows from the above lemmas and a simple induction. 
5.4.9. Theorem. All operators in MO, with compensation structures dejned in Lemmas 
5.4.1-5.4.3, have the infinite history property. 
5.5. Preservation qf hehaciour equivalence: proofs 
Here we give a proof of Lemma 5.2.3, hence completing the proof that modelling 
contexts preserve behaviour equivalence. 
Proof of Lemma 5.2.3. Extending the notation used in this lemma, we write 
y=(2’1, . . ..JlJ.= 7=(zr ,..., z,) and Fj=PjF,j=l,..., n. We also write J’=(f, ,...,, fm) 
and g=(gl . . ..gm). 
To show y <K, we show that 4’j 4 zj, j = 1, . . , n. That is we show for all infinite & and 
all dj that there is (i> such that yj(X, dj)=zj(X, 6;). 
Now, ; is the least fixed point of z = F(g, g); so, each “j is a modelling process 
[Theorem (4.2.1)]. Also, as X is infinitein all components, each zj(x, 8;) is infinite, so - 
it is enough to show that 4’j(X, 6,)3Zj(X,61). We write g=lubkzk, where go-Land 
for all k>O, Q+, = F(g,q.). We write z_~=(z~,~, . . .. z,,~). It is enough to show that for 
all j= 1, . . . . n. all infinite & and all dj there is 65 such that for all k>O, 
yj (3, cjj) 3 =j,a( X. 0:). Refer to the example diagrams shown in Fig. 6. 
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If F(f, x) = 
then zK = 
6 Dist 
c/l 
Fig. 6. Schematic diagrams for the proof of Lemma 5.2.2, showing a simple example of a modelling 
operator F, with m, n = 1 and j subscripts omitted. Note z,, = I. 
To construct Si, we construct for each g and Sj an increasing sequence (yj,k( &, 6,)) 
of elements of QAs such that for all total S;i >,yj.k( X, Sj), yj( X, 6j)>Zj.k( X, 6;‘). 
For then (Y~.,(~,c?~)) has an upper bound Yj say [Lemma (2.3.10)] and we can 
choose any total strongly fair 6J>,yj. We shall often abbreviate (Yj,k(X,aj)) to 
yj,k where & and 6, are clear from the context. To construct (yj,k) we consider 
a compensation structure for Fj, say (IIj,wj, Ij), j= 1, . , n. First we introduce some 
notation. 
Intuitively, we write Uj for the set of positions at which any of the f (or g) para- 
meters may be substituted in Fj. Likewise Cj is the set of positions at which any 
of the y (or Q) parameters may be substituted. More precisely, we write 
~j=u~=“=W,~l(i),Vj=u~=+~+, Wi’(i). 
We also consider f and g. Now f~ y_, i.e. fi G gi, i = 1, . . , m. Also, as f is modelling 
and F is in MO, then-by theinfinitehistory property of P, rj((f, pi), rc, X, Sj) is infinite. 
Then, by the definition of compensation there is Cj: Uj~d such that for all X - 
and 6j, all i= 1 , . . ..m and all ZEW,~ l(i), crj(n) compensates fi to gi on 
Ij((f, Y),~,X,6j),sub(71,~j). 
Intuitively, for each position rt of an f in Fj, Gj(Z) gives the oracle value required to 
compensate the f at that position to a g at that position. Now, to define (i’j,k) by 
recursion on k we also define, for k 30, parallel updates aj,k( &, Sj) with domain Dj. 
Intuitively, for each f position, Gj is used to update Sj, and for each y position, ~j,k is 
used to update [aj]6j. The definitions of ~j.k and yj,k are mutually recursive. 
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Intuitively, for each position of a y parameter in Fj, o~,~( &, Sj) specifies the class of 
oracles which may be used to compensate the y at that position to a zi,k at that 
position. More precisely, ~j,k(X, Sj) is defined, for all i = 1, . . . , n and all 7-c~ w,: ’ (i + m), 
‘v 
(aj.,(x,6j))(n)=~i,k(lj(f;Y)r7CrX,Sj),sub(X,~j)). 
The definition of (.J~,~) is: 
Yj,0(X,6j)=L”, ;lj,k+1(X,~j)=C~j,k(X,6j)l C~jl~jt k>O, 
for all X and 6j. Now we prove each of the following by induction on k, to complete 
the argument. For all j= 1, . , n, for all X and 6j and all k 20. 
(i) if k>O, y. (X 6.)~ 1.k __) J AASyj,k-1 __) (X SyjI 
(ii) for all total S;l> ‘P7j.k -3 J ~YJ _) J A J.k -3 (X 6.) .(X S.)>z. (X 6;‘). 
Consider (i). For k = 1, it is true from Lemma 2.3.13. For k > 1, from the definition of 
7’j.k and Lemma 2.3.12 it is enough to show that for all 71EUj,~j,k_1(71)3AS~j,k-Z(71). 
This follows from the definition of the cj,k’s and the inductive hypothesis. 
Finally, consider (ii). The case k = 0 is trivially true since d?j,k = I . For k 3 1 consider 
arbitrary total 8; >,Y~,~ (X, 6). From the definitions of Zj,k and Yj it is enough to show 
that 
(Fj(.f;y))(X,Gj)3(Fj(y_,Z_k_l))(-X,~;I), for all total dy>pYj,k(&)h). 
For that it is enough to show that 6;i compensates Fj(l;y) to Fj(g,ck_ 1) on X,6,. 
To achieve that, using Definition 5.3.2(f) we find an update-a; with domain nj such 
that [~i]6~=6;’ and verify that 
(a) for all i= 1, . . . . m, and all rc~w,~ ‘(&a>(n) compensates fi to gi on 
zj((f,YX71,X,Sj),sub(71,~j). 
(b) for all i=l,...,n, and all n~w,~‘(i+m),a~(~) compensates yi to Zi,k_ 1 on 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
We-choose for all ~E~j,aj(71)=sub(7c, 6;‘). From the definition of 8; it is clear that 
[Oj]Sj=Sy. Moreover 6;3,~j,~ SO the definition of yj,k makes (a) clear. TO show (b) 
we have to show that for i = 1, ., n 
Yi(lj((f, ~),71,X,6j),Sub(~Tc,~j))3ii,k- ~(lj((f, f), ~X,~j),sub(~,~~)). 
This will follow from inductive hypothesis (ii) provided we can show that 
SUb(71,S;i)~pYi,k~l(lj((f,Y),71,X,~j),SUb(7L,bj)). 
By definition of 8”, 
sub(7c,6~)3,sub(71,Yj,k(X,~j)) 
=(“j,k-1(X~6j))(n) 
=~i.k-l(lj((frY),71,X,~j),SUb(~,6j)), 
as required to complete the proof. 
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6. The nondeterministic level of the model 
6.1. Basic dejinitions 
We can now define the basic structure of our model of nondeterministic data flow. 
Recall that waits do not occur in nondeterministic histories. 
6.1.1. Definition. A nondeterministic process with m inputs and n outputs is defined 
to be a behaviour equivalence class of deterministic modelling processes of type 
[m-n]. 
The output behaviours of a nondeterministic process P with m nondeterministic 
inputs X1, . . . , X, are obtained as follows. 
6.1.2. Definition. First the function E, which strips out waits from histories, is defined 
as follows. 
E(I)=l. 
E(a.X) = a.E( X), if a # 7. 
E(a.X) = E(X), if a=t. 
Note: E is not a modelling function. It is used to specify the computation of 
nondeterministic behaviours. 
6.1.3. Definition. For a nondeterministic history vector of histories X1, . . ., X, we 
define the set mh(X,, . .., X,) of deterministic model histories by 
mh(Xr, ...,X,)={(X’r, . , XL) 1 Xi = E(Xi), Xi infinite, i = 1, . . . , n}. 
6.1.4. Definition. The set of nondeterministic output behaviours for P, given nondeter- 
ministic input histories XI, . ., X,, is now defined as follows. Choose a representative 
process in the equivalence class of processes modelling P. Call this process f: The set of 
nondeterministic output behaviours is: 
{E(f (X’I 9 .,., X:,,6))1(X’r ,..., X;)~rnh(X, ,..., X,),&d}. 
6.1.5. Lemma. The set of nondeterministic output behaviours for P, given Xl, . . . . X,, 
does not depend on which behaviour equivalence class representative is chosen. 
Proof. This follows from the definition of equivalence since all model histories are 
infinite. 0 
6.2. Nondeterministic network construction 
For each of the modelling deterministic network construction operators there 
is a corresponding nondeterministic network construction operator. We write 
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Pl,P2, ... for typical nondeterministic processes and m( PI), m( P2) for representative 
members of the equivalence classes [PI], [ P2]. Further, we write P for the function 
which maps a deterministic modelling process to its equivalence class and DO for 
a deterministic modelling network construction operator. For each DO there is 
a corresponding nondeterministic operator ND0 defined by 
NDO( PI, . . . . P,)=P(DO(m(P,), . . . . m(P,)). 
6.2.1. Proposition. ND0 is well defined, i.e. if Dir Ei, i= 1, ., n, are modelling pro- 
cesses, then P(DO(D1, . . . . D,))=P(DO(E,, . . . . E,)). 
Proof. Corollary of 5.2.2. 0 
Note: This result together with 4.5.1 and 5.1.5 shows that construction of non- 
deterministic networks is also associative. It also follows that anomalies of the 
Brock-Ackerman type cannot arise in our model. 
6.3. Fairness 
6.3.1. Fair Merge 
We show that the model of fair merge given in the introductory example does 
indeed model the nondeterministic behaviours of a nondeterministic fair merge. We 
write FM for our model of fair merge: 
FM(X,,X,,6)=dmerge(inject(X,,Dist,(G)),inject(X,,Dist2(6))). 
To show our FM models fair-merge we have to show that for all nondeterministic 
inputs XL, X; and all deterministic models Xi of X; (i = 0, 1) and all fair merges m’ of 
Xb,X;, there is a strongly fair 6 such that 
m’=E(FM(X,,X,,G)). 
For convenience we show more: that for all fair merges m of X0,X1 there is some 
strongly fair 6 such that 
E(m)=E(FM(X,,Xr,6)). (1) 
This is stronger since, evidently, for every fair merge m’ of Xb, XfI there is a fair merge 
m of X,, X1 such that E(m) = m’. To show (1) it is enough, from the definition of FM, to 
construct do, d1 strongly fair such that 
m’=E(dmerge(inject(X,,S,),inject(X,,6,))) 
since we may take the required 6 as U(&,6,). 
The algorithm below constructs 6,,,6, as required. We describe it using the 
following notation. 
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(1) We write R for an infinite sequence of O’s and l’s which specifies a decomposi- 
tion of m into X0 and X1. That is, Xi is the subsequence (mk) of m such that 
R,= i, i=O, 1. Since each Xi is infinite, R is fair. 
(2) We write Ei, i = 0, 1, for some enumeration of the alternating subsequences of 
hi such that each alternating subsequence of 6i occurs in Ei infinitely often. Algorith- 
mic representation of Ei is not difficult and is omitted. We may write Ei,k for the kth 
alternating sequence of Ei. 
In each step j of the algorithm we guarantee that the next nonwait contribution to 
output from an input stream is taken from XRj, the input stream specified by the jth 
element of R. At the same time we ensure that at least one 1 and one 0 are placed in the 
subsequence of dRj specified by the next element of ER,. 
Since R is fair, all terms of both E0 and El will be considered. Since each 
subsequence of ai occurs infinitely often in Ei, we ensure that all alternating sub- 
sequences of ai are fair, and hence, that hi is strongly fair. 
Recall that l’s inserted into 6i cause the injection of waits into the ith input stream 
Xi of the deterministic alternating merge. 
Write do,dl for the segments of &,6, so far constructed and n(j, i) for the number 
of i’s in RI, ..., Rj_l(i=O, 1). 
The jth stage of the algorithm extends both do and d1 by appending l’s until a 1 has 
been placed in the subsequence ERj,n(j,Rj) and until the next extension of do and 
dl would again extend the subsequence of ER,,nCj,Rj,. Then dR, is extended by a 0 and 
the other d is extended by a 1. 
6.3.2. A fair sequence generator 
From Section 6.3.1 it is clear that FS given by 
FS@)=FM(O”, 1”,6) 
will generate all fair sequences of O’s and l’s, i.e. 
{EFW))l~~~)={ I s s is a fair sequence of O’s and l’s}. 
6.3.3. An unfair sequence generator 
First define a deterministic modelling process AD which discards every second 
nonwait input. 
AD(X, 6) = z.AD’(X, 6,O). 
AD’(J-,6,p)=I. 
AD’(r.X, 6, p) = r.AD’(X, 6, p). 
AD’(a.X,&O)=a.AD’(X,& l), a#s. 
AD’(a.X, ~$1) = z.AD’(X, I&O), a #T. 
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Now, using FS from Section 6.3.2, we define 
US(6)=AD(FS(Dist,(G)),Dist,(G)). 
It is easy to see that 
(E(US(6)))sELl}={ 1 s s is an infinite sequence of O’s and l’s} 
6.4. Extensionality of the model 
To motivate our approach to extensionality we observe that although waits do not 
appear explicitly in nondeterministic histories, they can strongly influence the output 
histories of a nondeterministic process. As mentioned above, it is possible to consider 
a restriction of the present theory in which oracles are used only to control the 
injection of waits into data streams. In that subtheory, all the nondeterministic 
behaviours can be regarded as manifestations of underlying waits. 
There is nothing in our definitions to exclude nondeterministic processes which 
provide evidence at the nondeterministic level of wait items present in deterministic 
histories. Further, while modelling processes are required to propagate waits (in the 
sense of Definition 3.2.4), they can respond to waits in other ways as well. 
We now exhibit a modelling process which is a general “wait visualiser”. It has one 
nonoracle input and two outputs. This process ignores its oracle input. We define the 
two outputs using functions viz I, vizZ. 
viz, (X, 6) = r.viz; (X, 6). 
viz; (a.X, 6) = 
i 
O.t.viz’i (X, 6) if a = T, 
1 .z.viz’i (X, 6), otherwise. 
viz, (X, 6) = r.X. 
The second output function viz2 is just a modelling identity function. The first 
output function viz, encodes the pattern of runs of waits in the input stream by 
putting out a 0 if it encounters a wait and 1 otherwise. Note that 
(E(viz, (X, 6))= E(viz, (X’, 6’)) and E(viz,(X, S))= E(viz,(X’, 6’))) 
iff X=X’. 
At the nondeterministic inputtoutput behaviour level the above process will appear 
highly erratic. Nevertheless, such processes exist in our theory. With respect to the 
class of nondeterministic processes modelled in our framework, our model is exten- 
sional in the sense of the following theorem. Recall that nondeterministic processes are 
observational equivalence classes of deterministic processes. 
6.4.1. Extensionality theorem 
If Pi, P2 are nondeterministic processes and PI #P2, then there exists a nondeter- 
ministic context ND0 such that NDO(P,) and NDO(P2) exhibit different nondeter- 
ministic output behaviours in response to the same nondeterministic input. 
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6.42. Corollary. Zf nondeterministic processes PI, P2 exhibit the same nondetermin- 
istic input-output behaviours in all nondeterministic contexts, then PI = P2. 
Proof. We assume for simplicity that PI, P2 map one intput to one output. The 
argument generalises simply to vectors of inputs and outputs. We write J; g 
for representatives of the equivalence classes [PI], [P2]. Since PI # Pz, f is not 
behaviour-equivalent to g. Assume without loss of generality that f is not 
subequivalent to g. Therefore there exist infinite Y’ and 6~ A such that there does not 
exist any ~‘EA withf( Y’, 6)=g( Y’, 6’). We write Y=E( Y’). 
Figure 7 sketches a nondeterministic network scheme in which substitutions of 
f and g respectively for P will yield networks with different nondeterministic 
input-output behaviours. The causal process fanout is defined by 
fanout = (X, X). 
Let us write NF for the result of substituting fand NG for the result of substituting g. 
We have labelled the output ports 1 through 4. The network NF can produce a vector 
of nondeterministic output behaviours from nondeterministic input Y which NG 
cannot. Specifically, one of the output vectors of NF will arise from an input to f(in 
the deterministic model) of Y’ and 6. The network NG cannot produce this behaviour 
since if the nondeterministic outputs on ports 1 and 2 match, the nondeterministic 
outputs on ports 3 and 4 cannot. 
7. A metric space framework for the analysis of modelling networks 
Park has suggested the use of a metric space framework for the treatment of fixed 
points in our system. We outline below a metric space approach which has some 
3 4 
Fig. 7. Context used to distinguish unequal processes. 
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technical advantages compared to the partial order approach. Proofs are omitted 
here; they may be found in [7]. We have used partial orders in the earlier work 
because their relationship to operational interpretations is more widely known, e.g. 
through Kahn and Faustini’s work in deterministic data flow [4, 51. 
7.1. Metrics of histories and oracles 
Write D” for the set of denumerably infinite sequences of elements of D which 
include infinitely many waits. (The restriction that infinitely many waits appear can be 
removed if desired). In this section we call elements of D” metric histories. For na 1, 
elements of (D”)” may be called metric history vectors. We define a metric on D” as 
follows. We write glb(hl, h2) for the (in general finite) greatest lower bound of hl, h2 in 
the prefix ordering. We use the notation #s to denote the length of a sequence s. 
We first define the agreement of two histories hl and h2, which we write as a(k,, k2). 
7.1.1. Definition. For all pairs of histories kI, kZ, we define their agreement a(k,, k2) to 
be the number of waits in glb(kl, k2). Formally, 
u(k,,kJ= #(i: 1 <id #glb(k,,k,):glb(kl,k2)i=~). 
In other words, referring to the operational interpretation of waits discussed in 
Section 3, the agreement of k 1, k2 is the period of time before divergence. 
7.1.2. Definition. We now define the distance between histories k, and k2, written as 
d(kl,b): 
It may be verified that the distance so defined is a metric on D’“. Indeed, it is an 
ultrametric, i.e. it satisfies the strong triangle inequality for histories kI, k2, k3: 
Further, (D”,d) is a complete metric space. We extend the metric to metric history 
vectors as follows. 
7.1.3. Definition. Let h = (k 1, . . ., k,) and k = (k 1, . ., k,) be n-tuples of metric histories. 
We define 
d(h,k)=max(d(k,,k,),...,d(k,,k,)). 
The distance so defined is also an ultrametric and ((D”)“, d) is a complete metric space. 
In accordance with our approach of treating oracles purely as sources of nondeter- 
minism, we have not included waits in oracle sequences. We now define an appropri- 
ate metric on strongly fair oracles. 
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d(& ?) = 2 - # glb (8, ~1. 
This is also an ultrametric on A. However, (A, d) is not complete. It may be verified 
that Dist is continuous on A-A x A. 
7.2. Modelling functions as contractions 
Corresponding to our modelling functions are the contraction maps with respect to 
histories. In fact we may take a uniform contraction constant off. 
7.2.1. Definition. The metric modelling functions on (D”)” x A +(D”)” are the functions 
f such that 
(1) for all histories x and y, d( f (x, 6), f (y, 6)) <:d(x, y). 
(2) f is continuous with respect to its oracle input. 
Contraction maps have unique fixed points. For each metric modelling function 
f and for each oracle 6, writing g(x)=f (x, 6), the unique solution to x=g(x) is 
lim,,, g”(y), for arbitrary y in the domain of g. 
Remark: An alternative approach is possible using the metric on histories defined 
by 
In this case the corresponding modelling functions would be length-increasing with 
respect to nonoracle input. This approach is very close to that of Park [lo]. 
7.2.2. Definition. The metric causal functions on (D”)” x A-@“)” are the functions 
f such that 
(1) for all histories x and y, d( f (x, S),f ( y, 6)) d d(x, y). 
(2) f is continuous with respect to its oracle input. 
Denote the space of continuous functions from (D”)” x A to (D”)” by [m+n]. Let 
M,,, denote the subspace of metric modelling functions in [m+n]. We next define 
a metric on [m+n]. 
7.2.3. Definition. Let fi, f2E[m+n]. The distance d(f,, fi) between fi and f2 is 
defined by 
d(fi>fz )=sup,,,d(f,(x,6),f,(x,6)). 
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1.2.4. Lemma. The space M,,,. n with the metric gioen forms a complete metric space. 
We extend the definitions to product function spaces. 
7.2.5. Definition. Let .r=(.rI? . . . ..f.) and g_=(YI, ..?Y”) belong to 
[PI+411 x ... x CPn +qn]. Then we define 
7.3. Modelling operators 
An operator is a map from [ p1 +ql] x ... x [ p,,,-+q,,,] to [r, +s2] x ... x [r,+s,]. 
We now define the metric modelling operators. 
7.3.1. Definition. An operator F is a metric modelling operator if 
(1) it maps metric modelling functions to metric modelling functions, and 
(2) it is contracting, i.e. for all modelling f and y_,d(F(f), F(g_))<&d(f,g). 
7.3.2. Definition. An operator is called a nonexpansioe modelling operator if 
(1) it maps metric modelling functions to metric modelling functions, and 
(2) it is nonexpansive, i.e. for all modelling f and g_,d(F(f), F(g))<d(f, g). 
Metric modelling operators have unique modelling fixed points. The unique solu- 
tion tof= F(f) may be calculated by taking the limit of F”( y), where y is an arbitrary 
modelling function of the appropriate type. We now define a specific class of metric 
modelling operators using the vocabulary of basic operators introduced in Sec- 
tion 4.3. The definitions of the operators given in Section 4.3 may be carried over 
unchanged to the metric space framework, except for that of the link operator. We 
give that definition now. 
7.3.3. Definition (link operator). Let fcM,,, and let iE(l, . . . . p},kEfl, . . . . q}. For 
r=l ,..., k-l,k+l,..., q 
[LINK:(f)(X,,...,xi~l,Xi+l, ...,xp,fi)]r 
=[f'(X1, . . ..Xi_l.H,.xi+l, . . . ..Yp.fi)lr. 
where H is the unique fixed point of 
noting that for all (x1, ..I). Yi- 1 ,xi+ 1, . . . . x,,, S),g defined by 
is a contraction. 
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7.3.4. Definition. First we define a class NE of nonexpansive modelling operators. 
The set NE is the least set of operators closed under the following conditions: 
(1) The constant modelling operators and the projection operators belong to NE. 
(2) DU, Id, Comp, LINK&NE. 
(3) For all Gi, . . . . G,ENE,[G,, . . . . G,]ENE. 
(4) For all Gi, G2~NE, G1G2~NE. 
We now define a class MO of metric modelling operators. 
7.3.5. Definition. The set MO is the least set of operators closed under the following 
conditions: 
(1) The constant modelling operators belong to MO. 
(2) For all GEMO and DcNE, Comp[G,D]EMO. 
(3) For all GEMO and for every causal constant operator C,Comp[G, C]EMO 
and Comp [C, G] EMO. 
(4) For all G1, . . . . G,EMO, [G,, . . . . G,]EMO. 
(5) For all Gl,G2~M0 and DENE,G~D,DG~,G~G~EMO. 
7.4. Behaviour equivalence 
Definitions of behaviour equivalence and subequivalence are as in Section 5.1. In 
the metric framework, we use the following notion of compensation. 
7.5.1. Definition. We say that 6’ compensates f to g to within E on X,d if 
d(f(X,d),g(Y,d’))<E. 
In the metric space framework we define compensation structures as follows. 
7.5.2. Definition. For every operator F from dom F = [ p1 +ql] x ... x [pm-q,,,] to 
[r+s], a compensation structure for F is a tuple (n, w,I,c) with the following 
properties: 
(a) 17 is a finite independent set of positions. 
(b) w is a function from I7 to { 1, . . ..m}. 
(c) I is a function from dom I = dom F x Ii’ x r x A to uy= 1 pi. 
(d) c is a real number 20, called the compensation constant. 
(e) For all (&n,X,@EdomI,I(f, X,X, ~)EP,(,). 
(f) For all updates CJ : Ii+ A, if for all n~Z7, I compensatesf,(,, to g,,+) to within 
E on I(f q&8),sub(x,8), then [a]6 compensates F(f) to F(g) to within CE on X,6. -’ 
The general case is then a simple extension. 
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7.5.3. Definition. For every operator F from [pl+ql] x ... x [pm-q,,,] to 
[ri-si] x .” x [r, +s,], a compensation structure is an n-tuple 
such that for each j = 1, . , n, the jth tuple is a compensation structure for Pj F. We 
define the compensation constant of a tuple of compensation structures to be the 
maximum of the compensation constants of its component compensation structures. 
We can show that the metric modelling operators of MO as defined in Section 7.3 
have compensation structures with compensation constant less than or equal to 4. 
A lemma corresponding to Lemma 5.2.3 may be proved using similar proof ideas. 
8. Discussion and conclusions 
We have presented a model of nondeterministic data flow processes based on the 
Kahn fixed-point semantics for deterministic data flow. Nondeterministic output 
behaviours may be calculated by calculating deterministic outputs on a class of 
deterministic inputs. We have shown that the semantics is abstract (Theorem 6.2.1) 
and extensional (Theorem 6.4.1). 
As stated earlier, the present work is founded on [lo]. In this paper Park developed 
a model of nondeterministic data flow based on modelling nondeterministic processes 
by deterministic processes operating on infinite streams containing “hiatons” (our 
“waits”) and processes having oracle inputs. It is clear that the present work is 
indebted to Park. We summarise now ways in which the present paper refines and 
develops the work of [lo]. 
(1) Park restricts his detailed analysis to networks composed of “deterministic” 
processes (i.e. processes whose nondeterministic behaviours are insensitive to the 
presence of waits) and nondeterministic merge processes. Our analysis is more 
general, covering a wide class of deterministic modelling processes and thus, a wide 
class of nondeterministic processes. 
(2) Park uses >-functions for the deterministic and merge processes as his class of 
modelling processes. These functions always produce output with length greater than 
their input. Our class of modelling functions is less restrictive. 
(3) In [lo] network construction results in networks with a variable number of 
oracle inputs. Our mechanism for distributing oracle inputs from a single source gives 
a modular network construction principle, without loss of generality. 
(4) Because of point (3) it is not clear how Park’s approach can deal with recursively 
defined networks. Our work includes recursively defined networks (Theorems 4.2.1 
and 5.2.1). 
(5) The model of [lo] is not extensional. 
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Appendix 
This appendix includes several technical proofs. In each case the result proved is 
restated first. 
2.2.14. Lemma. A sequence s is strongly fair ifs every alternating subsequence is 
strongly fair. 
Proof. Clearly if each alternating subsequence of s is strongly fair, then each such 
subsequence is also fair and, thus, s is strongly fair. If s is strongly fair then each 
alternating subsequence s’ of s is fair. Since every alternating subsequence of an 
alternating subsequence is also an alternating subsequence of the original sequence, it 
follows that each alternating subsequence of s’ is fair and, thus, s’ is strongly fair. 0 
2.2.15. Lemma. Let s be strongly fair and s’ = sub(n, s) be the alternating subsequence of 
s at position 71. Let s’ contain only a$nite number of-L values. Then for every total t such 
that t >,s, sub(n, t) is fair. 
Proof. Since s’ contains only a finite number of _L values, it has a total tail and since s’ 
is fair, that total tail must be fair. Therefore an arbitrary change to the I values of s’ 
will result in a fair sequence. So an arbitrary change to the I values of s wi!l result in 
a fair sequence at rc. 
2.2.16. Lemma. If s is strongly fair, then there is a strongly fair total t 2,s. 
Proof. For every position 7c such that sub(n,s) contains only a finite number of 
J_ values, and for every t>,,s, sup(n, t) will be fair, from Lemma 2.2.15. Hence, we 
consider only subsequences of s containing an infinity of I values. We give now an 
algorithm for constructing t. The algorithm examines each index position i of s in turn 
and defines ti. 
Write (Ej) for some enumeration of the subsequences under consideration such that 
each one occurs infinitely often in (Ej). Such an enumeration is possible since 
a countable union of countable sets is countable. In step j of the algorithm we ensure 
that both a 0 and a 1 are placed in the subsequence oft specified by Ej. Step j may be 
described as follows. We increase i, setting ti to si ffsi is defined and to an arbitrary 
defined value if not, until i is in the alternating subsequence Ej and si= I. We then set 
ti =O. We now increase i again in the same way and set ti= 1. 
By construction, t is total and 3,s. Since each relevant subsequence is served by 
a step of the algorithm infinitely often, each such subsequence is fair. Thus, t is 
strongly fair. 0 
2.3.8. Lemma. The relation GAS is rejexive and antisymmetric. 
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Proof. (1) Rqflexiuitp: For all s, s&s s using the trivial update with domain as the 
empty set. 
(2) Antisymmetvy: Let s 6+,s t and t&s L. F Write t=[~i]s and s=[~~]t. We show 
that doma, is the empty set and. thus, that t=s. 
Consider an arbitrary index i such that i appears at a position in dom cl. Then 
si = I and ti is defined. Thus, i cannot appear at a position in dom oz. But then Si = ti: 
a contradiction. Thus, no index appears at a position in dom cL. Therefore, dom c1 is 
empty. C 
2.3.9. Lemma. The relation GAS is transitive. 
Proof. Suppose s&s t <AS u. We shall exhibit a parallel update pu(aI , g2) of s which 
results in U. Write t = [ails and u = [aJ t. First we show that dom o1 and dom ~7~ are 
disjoint and dom (TV u dom crz is independent. To prove disjointness, first let nedom gl. 
Then sub(n, t) is total. Thus, sub(;rr, t)# I’” and 7r#dom u2. Also if nEdom c2, 
sub(n, t) = I’” and, thus, n.$dom CJ~. To prove independence of dom g1 u dom c2, it is 
enough to show that for all ngdom CJ~ and for all extensions z’ of 7~ and for all prefixes 
Jtll of n, z’, z”#dom oz. For that, it is enough to show sub(n’, t)# I” and 
sub(n”, t)# I’“. That is evident since sub(n, t) is total; this completes the proof of 
independence. 
Now we may define the parallel update pu(cl, g2) with domain dom olu dom c2 by 
(T(x)=(T,(x) if nEdomoI, 
a(~)=cr,(rc) if nEdoma2. 
It is clear that u=[a,][c~~]s=[p ( u a,,02)]s. It remains to show that for all 
nEdompu(a,,a,),sub(7c,s)=I’” and sub(n,U)Ed. 
(i) If zEdoma,, then sub(n, s)= I”. Further, sub(z, t)Ed and, therefore, 
sub(n, u)EA. 
(ii) If nEdom g2, then sub(n, U)EA and sub(z, t) = I”‘. Further, 71 is independent of all 
positions in dom c1 and so sub(n, s)=sub(n, t)= I”. q 
2.3.10. Lemma. Every chain qf elements in (QAs, GAS) has an upper howl in 
(Q*s, <<As). 
Proof. Consider a chain (si) with Si GASsi+, for all i> 1. For each i, write Si+ 1 = [Oi]Si. 
First we show that for all i #j, dom (TV and dom aj are disjoint and dom CTiU dom CTj is 
independent. We establish this by showing for all k, by induction on k, that 
(a) for all i, j such that 1 <i <j 6 k, dom Gi and dom ‘Tj are disjoint, 
(b) uF= 1 dom pi is independent, 
(c) there is a parallel update ~i,~ with domain uF= 1 domai such that 
.~~+i=[~i.~].s~ and for all ~rdoma,,,,sub(~,s,)=I” and sub(7c,sk+l)Ed. 
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For k = 2, the hypothesis is established by the argument of Lemma 2.3.9. Assuming 
the hypothesis for k= n, we have that s,+ 1 = [ol,,] ~~ands,+,=[a,+,]s,+,.Nowthe 
argument of Lemma 2.3.9 shows that dom CJ~,~ and dom CJ~+ I are disjoint and indepen- 
dent. Thus, for all 1~ i < n, dom on + 1 and dom pi are disjoint and independent. There- 
fore, uyz: dom ci is independent. Now ~i,~+ 1 may be defined by 
and the argument of Lemma 2.3.9 may be applied again to complete the verification of 
the hypothesis for k= n + 1. Next we define the parallel update c with domain 
U,P”_,domai by 
a(n) = ai if nEdom oi, 
Now define s=[a]sl. We verify that s is an upper bound of {Si). First define the 
updates ~j’ with domain Uia j dom Ci by 
~/(r~)=~i(rt) if i>j and nEdomai. 
It is easy to verify that for all j> 2, CJ = gj’ 0 a,,j_ 1 and thus s= [a]si = [O;]sj. 
Further, it is clear that for all nEdom CT/, sub(n, Sj) = I” and o,? (rr)~d. It follows that 
for all j,saASsj and, thus, s is an upper bound of (Si}. 
Finally, we must verify that s is strongly fair. Consider each alternating subsequence 
of s, i.e. consider an arbitrary position ICE P and sub(z, s). We must verify that sub(n, s) 
is fair. There are three cases: 
(1) rc is neither a prefix nor an extension of any position in dom CJ. In this case 
sub(q s)= sub(q sl) and so is fair (indeed, strongly fair). 
(2) 7c is an extension of a 7~’ in dom 0. As sub(Tc’, s) is total and strongly fair, sub(n, s) 
is fair (indeed, total and strongly fair). 
(3) n is a prefix of a rc’ in dom O. As sub(n’, s) is a total and strongly fair subsequence 
of sub(n, s), sub(n, s) is fair. il 
2.3.12. Lemma. If CJ, CJ’ are parallel updates with the same domain II, if 6,6’~Q and if 
a6AS CT’ and 6 <As 6’, then 
[c]8<A,[a’]6’. 
Proof. We write 6’=[a1]6, such that for all zrdoma,,sub(q6)=1” and 
sub(n, 6’)~d. For every ~~17, a(z) < ,AS o’(n), so we write (T’(X) = Co,] o(n), where for all 
n’Edom CT,_ sub(n’, O(X)) = I” and sub(n’, a’(x))~d. We must show the existence of 
a CJ* such that [a’]S’= [a21 [a]6 and for all n’Edom a2,sub(n, [a]~?)= I” and 
sub(n, [o’]S’)~d. We construct g2 as follows. We define 
Indep(U)= {TCEPI nEdom cI and 7-t is independent of every position in ZI}, 
Sub(n)={~~PIrc=rc’.rr”, where rc’EIl, n”Edom a,,}. 
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Clearly Indep(l;l) and Sub(U) are disjoint and their union is independent. Now define 
02 by 
a2(7c)=ol(7r) if rcEIndep(l;l), 
~2(7c)=~n~(7c”) if xESub(ll), where z=rc’.rr”. 
First we verify that for all nedom a2,sub(q [cJ]~)= I” and sub(n, [cT’]~‘)E~. 
(i) If rrEIndep(fl), then sub(z, 6)= I” and sub(q [nl]6)~d. Since TC is independent 
of all positions in lir, 
sub(n, [o]i5)=sub(qi?)= I” 
and 
sub@, [a’]6’)=sub(n,S’)=sub(n, [crl]S)~d. 
(ii) If rcESub(l7), we write rr=~c’.rr”, where n’~n, n”Edomo,. Then 
sub(q [a]6) = sub(n”, sub(n’, [a]&) = sub(n”, a(n)) = I”. 
Further, 
sub@, [a’)] 6’) = sub(n”, sub(n ‘, [o’] 6’)) =sub(x”, CT’(~C))E~. 
Finally, we show that [0’]6’= [a21 [a]6 by showing for each i that the ith terms are 
equal. 
Case A: i appears at some rc~I7. Then, ([a’] S’)i = ([a’] [a1]6)i = ~‘(71), for n as in 
Definition 2.2.12, and ([a21 [o]G)i=sub(n, [a21 [a]~?),. It is straightforward to verify 
that for arbitrary S*, sub(q [o,]S*)= [a,] sub(n,S*). Thus, 
sub@, [a21 [0]8) = [a,] sub(n, [a] 6) = [o,] a(n) = a’(n). 
Hence, ( [a21 [a] S)i = o’(n), as required. 
Case B: i does not appear at any position in I7. There are two possibilities. 
(a) i appears at rcEdomo,. In this case rcEIndep(n) and ([a2][a]8)i = 
sub(r, [a21 [a]6), for n as in 2.2.12. 
Thus, 
Wn,Cazl Col6)n=al(~),=sub(~r,Ca,16), 
=sub(n,[a’] [al]G),,=([O’] [ol]S)i. 
(b) i does not appear at any position in dome,. In this case i$doma,. Thus, 
(Co’1 CaI16)i=(Co21 Cgls)ix6i. 
2.3.13. Lemma. Let 6 he tom1 and strongly .fuir, and let CJ be an update such thut dome 
is finite und ,for all xGdom D, a(rr) = I”. Then, [a] 6 aAS I”. 
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Proof. We define an update 0’ such that [a’] I” = [a]6 and for all 
nedom o’,sub(q I”)= I”’ and sub(q [a’] I”)E~. First we define the domain MIndep 
of D’ as follows. 
Indep= {REP 1 TC is independent of every position in doma) 
MIndep = {rrEIndep ( there does not exist a proper prefix rr’ of rc such that 
X’EIndep}. 
Note that if rcEIndep, there must be a prefix rc’ of rr such that Z’EMIndep, since all 
positions are of finite length. MIndep is clearly independent. Now define 
(T’ : MIndep+0 by 
a’(n)=sub(n,iS) for all XEMIndep. 
Clearly, for all ngdoma’, sub(q I”‘)= I” and sub(q [o’] I”)E~. We show that 
[a’] I” = [a] 6. Consider an arbitrary index i. There are two cases. 
Case A: i does not appear at any position in dom 0, so that 6i =( [0]6)~. Now, 
i cannot appear at any position which is an extension of a position n in dom 6, for then 
i would appear at rr. However, i appears at positions of arbitrarily large length and 
since doma is finite, i must appear at a position whose length is greater than the 
lengths of all positions in domo. Thus, i appears at some position in Indep and at 
some position ~‘~MIndep. For all such rr’, sub(n’, [a’]l”)=sub(~‘, 6) and therefore 
([a’]l”)i=si=([a]s)i. 
Case B: i appears at some position in dom CJ. Thus ([a] S)[ = 1. Further, i cannot 
appear at any position in dom c’ and so ([a’] l”)i = I . 
4.5.1. Theorem (associativity of deterministic linking). An arbitrary number ofpurul- 
lel links is equivalent to a series of step-by-step linkings. 
Proof. The following proof is due to Staples and Paterson (personal communication). 
For a proof by induction it is enough to show that the computed behaviours of the 
networks constructed by the two different methods indicated in Fig. 8 are equal. 
Formally, we show that (X,, Y,)=(X,, Yi), where 
X0 =f (X0, YOL Yo=g(Xo, Yo), (1) 
xt =4Yt), yt = s(4 Yl 1, Yl ), 
4 Y) =f (4 Y),Y), 
with 
f: Do x D1-+Do, g:DoxD1+D1. 
First we show that X1, Y1 is a fixed point of (1). Now 
xI=u(YI)=fMYI), YI) and YI=g(u(YI), Y,). 
(2) 
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(a) 
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(b) 
Fig. 8. (a) Simultaneous linking. (b) Iterated linking. 
As (X0, Y,) is the least fixed point of (1) to show (X, , Y, )=(X,, Y,) it is enough to 
show that X1 d X, and Yr d Y,,. To show that Yr d Ye it is enough, by Park’s Rule 
(cf. [9]), to show that g(a(Y,), Y,)d Y,. For this note that a(Yo)=pX.f(X, Y,). But 
,nX.f(X, YO)6X, since X0 is a solution of X =f(X, Y,). So g(a( Y,), Y,)< 
g(X,, Y,)= Y,, as required. Finally, it is now easy to check that 
X1 =pX.f(X, Y,)<pX.f’(X, Y,)<X,, as required. 
54.3. Lemma. If F, G have compensation structures, then so does FG. 
Proof. Let 
G~lp~+grl x ... x CPm~qml~Crl~~I1~Cr~~~~l x ... x Ir,+s,l 
with compensation structure { (n,,j, W,,j, IG, j) : j = 1, . , H}. 
Let 
FE[rl+sl] x ... x [r,-+s,]+[tl+ul] x ... x [t,-+u,] 
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with compensation structure { (II,,j, wF, j, I,, j) :j = 1, . . . , p}. 
Consider the jth component of K =FG, j= 1, . . ..p. Note that 
Kj(fl, ...9 fm)=Fj(Gl(fi,...,f,), ...) Gn(_f~~...,fm)). 
We writef= (fi, . . . , fm). We exhibit the required functions for K. We write e.g. VF,j for 
the inverse of wF,j, i.e. UF,j(h) denotes the set of positions which wF,j maps to h. 
(1) For h=l,..., m, UK,j(h)=Ui=l concat(u,,j(k),~c,k(h)). 
(2) nK,j=UT=lUK,j(h). 
(3) TO define Ik,j : dom G x nK,j x tj x A+ Uy= 1 pi, note that each 71EnK,j has 
a unique decomposition rr=zI.zz, TC~EZI~,~(~), TC~EU~,~(~). We then define 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Properties 5.3.2(a)-(e) are straightforward to check. We verify property 5.3.2(f) 
now. We write w for WK,j. Let CT be an update from ZZK,j to A such that for all 
zEnK, j, o(n) compensates fw(nI to g,,,(=) on Ik,j(f, z,&, 6),sub(n, 6). That is, for all 
h= 1, . . . . m, all k= 1, . . . . n, all 7tlEuF,j(k) and ~CZ~~G,k(h),~(z1.rc2) compensates fh to 
gh on 
~G,,(f,~~,~,,j((Gl(f),...,G,(f)),~,,X,~),sub(~,,~)),SUb(~1~~~,~). 
Now for each k= 1, . . . . n such that v,,j(k) is nonempty, define the update CT; from 
u;= ru~.Ah) A f 11 to as o ow~.Forall7~~~U~,~u~,~(h),~T;(71~)=~(~~.~~),where~,isthe 
unique element of U,,j(k) such that z1 .~~~ll~,~. Then, for each k such that u,,j(k) is 
nonempty, for all nzEuG,k(h), h = 1, . . ., m, a;(n2) compensates fh to g,, on 
zG,k(f,nz,l,,j((Gl(f), . . ..Gn(f)X n,,X,6),Sub(~,,6)),sub(na,sub(n,,6)). 
We now use property 5.3.2(f) applied to G1,. .., G,. For each k= 1, . . . . n and each 
XI EUF,j(k), Cc;3 suh(n,, 6) compensates Gk(f) to Gk(g) on 
r,,j((G,(f),...,G”(f)),n,,11,6),suh(~l,6). 
Next we define the update 6’ from lJi= I uF, ,(k) to A by 
a’(n,)=[a;]sub(n1,6) for each nlEOF,j(k). 
Then using property 5.3.2(f) applied to Fj, Co’]6 compensates Fj(G1 (f), . . . , (G,(f)) 
to Fj(Gl(S_), . . ..(G.(g)) on X, 6. Finally, it is easy to check that [a’]6 = [a]& thus, 
concluding the proof. 0 
5.4.8. Lemma. If G is modelling and has the infinite history property, then LINK; G, 
with compensation structure as defined in Lemma 5.4.3, has the infinite history property. 
Proof. Write K = LINK: G. The compensation structure defined in Lemma 5.4.3 for 
LINK: G is as follows. Here, in the notation of Lemma 5.4.3, n= l,p= 1 and we omit 
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these subscripts. We also write X=(X,, . . . . Xi_ I ,Xi+ 1, . . . . X,). 
(1) For h=l, . . ..m.u,(h)=v,(h). 
(2) I7K=z7,. 
(3) Ix(f;71,X,6)=I~(f,71,G(f)(X1,...,Xi_l,H,Xi+l,...,X~,6),~), where, as in 
the definition of compensation structure for LINK:, H is the least fixed point of 
Now to show the infinite history property, assume that f is causal and X is infinite at 
all components. Thus, fdf and &dX. Then the proof of Lemma 4.4.3 shows that 
H d H and, hence, that fi is infinite. Now G(f) is causal, so using the infinite history 
property of G we obtain the desired result. - 
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